Habitat maintenance assessment and mapping as priority ecosystem service in mountain protected areas
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ABSTRACT
Habitat maintenance as an ecosystem service (ES) is essential for the protection of natural capital, however, it is among the most challenging services for definition and evaluation. The present study is focused on assessing and mapping habitat maintenance ecosystem service in Rila and Pirin Mountains in Bulgaria for strategic planning purposes by better understanding the link between the potential of providing this ecosystem service and biodiversity in five protected areas (PAs). An integrated approach for the assessment of the condition of ecosystems in PAs and their potential to provide ecosystem services was applied and further developed in the present study. The results showed that the conservation regime allowed the territories to preserve a high degree of naturalness in a very good ecological condition – 96477 ha (73%) of the total case-study area, and 33078 ha (77%) of the target PAs, respectively. The potential of ecosystems to provide habitat maintenance ES is high to very high for 84% of the total studied area (81258.9 ha) and for 96.4% (31906 ha) of the area of the target PAs. A current assessment and mapping show the role of protected areas as spatial natural capital assets that purposefully and actively support their prioritized habitat maintenance functions as spatial guarantors for the sustenance of rich packages of material, regulating, and cultural functions in significant geographic areas. The results demonstrate the importance of protected site management in mountain areas in ensuring sustainable cooperation and consumption of ecosystem services in peripheral mountain communities of the European Union highly dependent on available natural capital.
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1. Introduction
The concept of ecosystem services (ES) entered the international environmental discussion due to the increasing demands of humankind upon the limited resources of the earth, biodiversity loss, fragmentation and degradation of natural habitats, and the complex problem of energy and climate, considering the increasing anthropogenic pressure on ecosystems (Daily 1997; Costanza et al. 1997; de Groot et al. 2002; Díaz et al. 2015; Costanza 2020). It has dominated the debate on sustainable land use management since the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA 2005). Recently, ecosystem services approach became an important policy tool to protect biodiversity mainly concerning the global strategic plan 2011–2020 of the Convention on Biological Diversity (Aichi Biodiversity Targets) and their follow-up the EU Biodiversity Strategy 2030, making the efforts to face the challenge to maintain areas of high biodiversity value, to sustain and improve the ecological integrity of landscapes for the maintenance and enhancement of ecosystems and their services (Maes et al. 2014; Hermoso et al. 2022). The attractiveness of the ES concept is further emphasized by its integrative, interdisciplinary, and transdisciplinary character, as well as its link to environmental and socio-economic elements (Müller and Burkhard 2007).
Mountain ecosystems have an essential role in biodiversity conservation and are well known as “hot spots of biological diversity” at genetic, species, and ecosystem levels, encompassing a high diversity of ecosystem types, supplying a vast variety of provisioning, regulating, and cultural ES (Maes et al. 2011; Grêt-Regamey et al. 2012). They are considered significant “science labs” since mountain ecosystems are highly sensitive and vulnerable to climate change (Beniston 2003; Löfler et al. 2011).

The diversity of ecosystems, biotic associations, landscapes, ES, and biodiversity are often mentioned simultaneously (Ridder 2008; TEEB 2009). There is a numerous of evidence supporting a positive relationship between biodiversity, ecosystem functions, and the delivery of particular ecosystem services (Isbell et al. 2011; Egoh et al. 2012; Cardinale et al. 2012; Mace et al. 2012; Harrison et al. 2014; Duru et al. 2015; Söllner et al. 2016, Pastur et al. 2016) stated that the highest capacity of ES provision is detected in semi-natural habitat types, rich in biodiversity, in good condition and absence of pressures (Manolaki and Vogiatzakis 2017). However, up to now, there is a lack of quantitative data linking ecosystem conditions to the ecosystem’s potential capacity to deliver services (Erhard et al. 2016; Maes et al. 2016) but the existing datasets of biodiversity and anthropogenic pressures could be used to reveal this link (Maes et al. 2016).

“Maintenance of nursery populations and habitats” in the Common International Classification of Ecosystem Services (CICES) or “Habitats for species” in The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB) has a special place in the history of the emergence and development of the concept of ecosystem services and in the process of its establishment as a policy instrument for the protection of natural capital. It is among the most challenging services for definition and evaluation (Liquete et al. 2016). This service is a result of the specifics of the habitat functions of ecosystems and their role in the functioning of the natural environment. Habitat functions, as ecosystem services, refer to the natural processes and functions in an ecosystem that maintain and support the conditions necessary for the development of different species, contribute to the conservation of biological and genetic diversity, and sustain evolutionary processes. It plays a fundamental role in supporting other ecosystem services by ensuring that the basic building blocks of ecosystems remain healthy, diverse, and functional, supporting the benefits people derive from these ecosystems. Habitat functions feature prominently as supporting services in discussions of ecosystem service typologies (MEA 2005; TEEB 2010; CICES 2018).

The need for an approved scientific priority in the study of ecological integrity, sustainability of ecological processes, conservation of biological diversity, and reproduction processes in mountain ecosystems provokes the interest to assess and map habitat maintenance. But from the standpoint of the anthropocentric concept of ecosystem services, the interest is focused directly on a traceable, measurable, and understandable for decision-makers link between habitat maintenance as an environmental phenomenon and the real results as public benefits and human well-being. In this sense, it is a scientific responsibility to demonstrate the role of protected areas as geographically defined territories whose essential landscape functions of habitat maintenance in the face of changing environmental conditions and human activity are the primary sources of a spectrum of ecosystem services over a geographic area well beyond the extent of the protected site. In the case of protected mountain landscapes, these scientific facts carry even more significance. Ecosystem services mapping takes on the importance of universal language for visualizing scientific facts and addressing them to a very wide range of stakeholders and decision-makers.

Despite the challenges in monitoring this ecosystem service, its assessment in the context of climate change acquires additional significance which is related to the vulnerability of ecosystems in the adaptation process, with the potential danger of habitat loss (under the combined influence of anthropogenization and climatic change), and with the high dependence of the population on ecosystem functions and services, especially in mountainous territories. It is of particular interest in the mountains of the European deep periphery (Koulov 2018, 2020).

Habitat functions are categorized as “regulating and sustaining the life cycle” and contributing to “qualitative reproduction of species diversity” (Liquete et al. 2016). They provide suitable living space for wild plants and animals (refugium function) and create conditions to ensure the productivity of the ecosystem (nursery function) (de Groot et al. 2002). They are a mandatory prerequisite for the supply of provisioning ecosystem services (Haines-Young and Potschin 2018). The maintenance of habitats is a public necessity as they preserve the natural heritage and protect inherent human values (Burkhard et al. 2009). This is particularly true for the well-being of people in mountainous areas – territories that are highly and permanently vulnerable to socio-economic and climatic changes (Grêt-Regamey et al. 2012; Pătru-Stupariu et al. 2020). However, such targeted and informative research (Hatzioiordanou et al. 2019) is still rare.

This study presents an approach for the assessment and mapping of habitat maintenance ecosystem service in mountain areas. It is applied in ecosystems representative of the Balkan Peninsula – Rila and Pirin Mountains in Bulgaria. The study analyzes the link between the biodiversity in selected protected areas and their habitat functions as ecosystem services. The research team approached with the understanding that the sustainable supply of ecosystem services is an integral part of scenarios for optimal management of mountain areas at the regional scale and for the optimization of quality of life. The results aim to demonstrate the importance of protected site management in mountain areas to ensure sustainable cooperation and consumption of ecosystem services in peripheral mountain communities of the European Union highly dependent on available natural capital. The immediate results here are addressed to extend information to decision-makers and encourage the motivation of local communities to maintain and manage protected habitats.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Case study area

The case study covers the Rila Mountains (Mt Musala, 2925 m) and Pirin Mountains (Mt Vihren, 2914 m) in the southwestern part of Bulgaria: mountain systems with a distinctive alpine relief and a rich landscape spectrum, including azonal karst landscapes on marbles (Pirin). Their distinctive biodiversity and geodiversity are the basis for their management as protected sites of national importance – National Parks. The “Pirin” National Park has also been designated (in 1983) as a World Natural Heritage Site (UNESCO World Heritage List), confirming the exceptional value of nature in the park. Mountain PAs are identified as main hotspots of biodiversity and they are configured and managed with the objective of maintaining or restoring ecological functions to conserve biodiversity while also providing appropriate opportunities for the sustainable use of natural resources (Bennett 2004). In order to successfully fulfill their functions, it is important to achieve maintenance of the ecological state of PAs in the entire network of protected areas (NPAs), and not of individual species, ecosystems, and/or genes (Prezioso et al. 2018).
The present study was conducted with a territorial scope of three Reserves (I category, IUCN) - “Bayuvi Dupki-Djindjiritsa”, “Yulen” and “Parangalitsa”, and two NATURA 2000 zones - BG0000626 “Krushe” and BG0000496 “Rila Monastery” (Fig. 1). The selected model territory contains a significant part of the flora found in the country, with centuries-old virgin spruce forests, unique forest communities dominated by subendemic tree species Macedonian pine (Pinus peuce Gris.) and Bosnian pine (Pinus heldreichii Crist.) and specific subalpine and alpine ecosystems and rare species habitats. The vegetation in the forest belts is represented by some of the most typical and widely distributed coniferous forest species in Bulgaria – Pinus sylvestris L., Pinus nigra Arn. and Abies alba Mill. The vegetation in the subalpine belts is presented with typical plants Pinus mugo Turra and Juniperus communis L. The alpine vegetation belts are very well expressed and diverse and many endemic, subendemic, and rare species are found here. Many habitat types of conservation priority are also distributed here, such as 4070* Bushes with Pinus mugo and Rhododendron hirsutum, 6210* Semi-natural dry grasslands and scrubland facies on calcareous substrates (Festuco-Brometalia),

Figure 1. Scope of the case study in Rila and Pirin Mts.
Species-rich Nardus grasslands, Bog woodland, (Sub-)Mediterranean pine forests with endemic black pines, as well as many conservation significant taxa and species included in the Red Book of the Republic of Bulgaria.

The border of the case study was outlined using the contour lines derived from 50 m Digital Elevation Model (DEM) (generated from 1:50 000 topographic maps). In Rila, it follows predominantly the 1500 m contour line while in Pirin it varies from 1000 m in the north-eastern part to 1700 m in the western part. The elevation varies according to the location of the protected areas in the two mountains. The total area of the case study covers 96477.5 ha, while the protected territories are distributed over 33078.6 ha. The territory is drained by the tributaries of the Struma and Mesta rivers – transboundary rivers flowing into the Aegean Sea.

2.2 Methodology

For this study we developed an integrated approach (Fig. 2) which is in line with Bulgarian experience in applying the analytical framework for Mapping and Assessment of Ecosystems and their Services (MAES) (Maes et al. 2013), both for national assessments in fulfillment with EU Biodiversity Strategy 2020 commitments (MetEcosMap project) and for follow-up up-to-date studies, reflecting the close relationship between Bulgarian natural heritage and ecosystem services (Nedkov et al. 2021). It includes mapping of ecosystem types, assessment of ecosystem conditions, and their potential to provide habitat maintenance ES. The assessment is based on a set of indicators whose selection was influenced by discussions on ecosystem service valuation of habitat maintenance and methodological decisions applied in the study of Hatzioordanou et al. (2019). Arguments in support of an analytical framework for mapping and assessing ecosystem services (Maes et al. 2014, 2018), the results of which serve spatial analyses for territory management purposes, are also taken into consideration.

The conceptual scheme of the study includes the following main steps:

2.2.1. Identification and mapping of ecosystem types

The mapping of ecosystem types is based on the methodological approach which provides a coherent typology designed: (i) to be used for the different types of broad ecosystems and (ii) to be considered in the assessment to ensure consistency across the European Union member states (Maes et al. 2013). The typology is organized into two main levels applicable at the European scale. The first corresponds to major ecosystem categories (terrestrial, freshwater, and marine), and the second to nine ecosystem types (urban, agricultural, forests, grasslands, shrublands, sparsely vegetated land, wetlands, freshwater, marine) for mapping and assessment. Its structure enables CORINE Land Cover (CLC) data to be applied for spatial delineation by a reference table where each of the nine ecosystem types is linked with a particular CLC class. This typology is further developed in
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the methodological framework for mapping and assessment of ES in Bulgaria at the third level (subtypes) based on different sources for the nine ecosystem types (Bratanova-Doncheva et al. 2017). The mapping has been performed by seven projects covering by developing nine ecosystem databases, each of them corresponding the one of the main ecosystem types. However, the mapping does not cover the whole territory of the country and it excludes the NATURA 2000 areas. The case study area falls entirely within the NATURA 2000 zones, therefore a new mapping has to be made there. The forest inventory database from 2017 (Executive Forest Agency 2017) at the level of subdivisions was used to delineate the subtypes of the forest ecosystems and part of the other ecosystems such as grasslands and bare rocks which were incorporated into the inventory. For the areas outside the forest inventory area, CLC classes were correlated to the ecosystem subtypes to develop a relevance table (Hristova and Stoycheva 2021). The correlated classes were incorporated into the CLC GIS data and the resulting dataset is integrated with the data from the forest inventory.

2.2.2. Assessment and mapping of the condition of mountain ecosystems

The condition of ecosystems is considered a function of the contemporary structure of ecological units and the dominant processes in them under the combined influence of human activities (external interference in ecosystems, reflected by the application of the "hemeroby index") and natural factors of ecological change (naturally occurring internal changes in forest ecosystems through expert analysis of the biophysical characteristics of forestry units).

The indicator “hemeroby index” was used to reveal the anthropogenic impact (Table 1, columns 1, 2, and 3). Such a choice is aimed both at reflecting the current state of the mountain areas, and the indication of potentially negative impact of land use/land cover change in neighboring territories. The indicator reflects the degree of deviation from potential natural vegetation caused by human activities – targeted or accidental. Hemeroby grows with increasing influence and is assessed by a scale in which the lowest values (ahemeroby) correspond to “natural” or undisturbed landscapes and habitats, and the highest values (metahemeroby) are awarded to completely disturbed or “artificial” landscapes and habitats (Steinhardt et al. 1999). The index is interpreted as a “degree of naturalness” of habitats and landscapes or as a measure of complex anthropogenic impact (Paracchini and Capitani 2011).

The ecological processes caused by climatic change and leading to adaptation of ecosystems are perceived as natural factors of change in the case study area. For the assessment and mapping, a sequential expert analysis was applied here: firstly, the relationship between the available ecological units in the study areas (Table 1, columns 4, 5, and 6). In the second stage – assessment of the relationship of the ecosystem subtype to a past or ongoing process of human intervention – by the hemeroby index.

The third stage – is the status of forestry units concerning the overall ecological status of the ecosystem subtypes in which they are located. For this control assessment, we used the results of an expert assessment of the ecological status of forest ecosystems in “Rila” NP and “Pirin” NP (Glushkova et al. 2023), which was carried out according to the methodology of Kostov et al. (2017), through a selection of indicators and their respective parameters (Table 2) on input data from the forest inventory (Executive Forest Agency 2017). The condition of the ecosystems was assigned with scores from 1 (bad condition) to 5 (very good condition), depending on the measured/assessed values of every indicator (by expert evaluation for each specific polygon). The Index of Performance (IP) for a particular ecosystem was used in order to collate all separate indicator scores into one single measure of ecosystem structural-functional condition. The IP was calculated as the ratio of the sum of the indicator scores to the maximum possible indicator sum: $IP = \frac{Sni}{Sni(max)}$, where: $Sni$ – the sum of the scores, assigned to every indicator, and $Sni(max)$ – the sum of the maximum possible indicator (score 5) for every indicator. The IP takes values between 0 and 1, according to the following scale: $IP = 0.00 - 0.20$ – very bad condition; $IP = 0.21 - 0.40$ – bad condition; $IP = 0.41 - 0.60$ – moderate condition; $IP = 0.61 - 0.80$ – good condition; $IP = 0.81 + 1.00$ – very good condition. A total of 4297 polygons (forestry subunits) in “Rila” NP and 1635 polygons in “Pirin” NP were assessed.

In the final stage, the environmental status assessment (results from hemeroby index assessment, and control assessment of forest ecosystem condition) is summarized. The results are normalized to a five-point scale (Table 1, columns 7 and 8).

2.2.3 Assessment and mapping the potential of mountain ecosystems to provide ES habitat maintenance

CICES assigns habitat functions to services in the section “Regulating and supporting services” of biota using the formulations: group “Lifecycle maintenance, habitat, and gene pool protection”, classes “Maintaining nursery populations and habitats (Including gene pool protection)”, “Seed dispersal”, “Pollination” (Haines-Young and Potschin 2018). The current assessment uses the following short-term habitat maintenance and interprets it as the natural capacity of ecosystems, ensuring the provision to society of habitat-derived and habitat-dependent ecosystem services. The main arguments in support of this interpretation are: in natural aspects – the mountainous nature of the geographical environment, landscape diversity, and ecosystem representation, and in cultural aspects – the social importance of the areas of interest for this study and their protected status (five PAs: three Reserves (f category, IUCN) - “Bayuvi Dupki-Djindjiritsa”, “Yulen”, and “Parangalitsa”, and two NATURA 2000 zones – BG0000626 “Krushe” and BG0000496 “Rila Monastery”).

To assess the potential of the ecosystems to supply the ecosystem service habitat maintenance, the relationship between two indicators was applied: the conservation significance of the sites (through the designation of the sites, the conservation regime and management under the Protected Areas Act of the Republic of Bulgaria), and the current ecological status of the ecosystems within the sites (through the results of the condition assessment in the previous step 2) (Table 3). The names of the protected areas under Bulgarian legislation are indicated. The spatial overlap of sites with different designations within the scope of the study area is noted – for example, between NATURA 2000 protected areas and Nature Parks, as well as the full range of protected sites within the territorial scope of the “Rila” and “Pirin” National Parks. A 6-point rating scale was used (from 0 - no potential, to 5 - very high supply potential, Table 2). The scale is adopted from a widely applied approach to ecosystem service assessment, the Burkhard matrix (Burkhard et al. 2009), which facilitates outcome mapping and derived spatial analyses.

The mapping of the results of such assessments is in line with the methodological decisions and recommendations in the use of the Spatial Proxy Method for the assessment of ecosystem services (Maes et al. 2014). This method is based on indirect measurements which deliver a biophysical value in physical units, but these values need further interpretation or data processing (Vihervaara et al. 2018). In our case, the ecosystem subtypes are used as a spatial unit and the values of the indicators (as a proxy of habitat maintenance ES) are assigned to them in GIS: The values obtained from the assessments in steps 2 and 3 are assigned to the spatial units of the
Table 1. Ecosystem condition assessment as a prerequisite for providing habitat functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hemeroby Index</th>
<th>Relativity between ecological units in the study area</th>
<th>Final assessment - ecological status of the ecosystem at the study site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1  2  3</td>
<td>MAES BG Ecosystem type (level 2)</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Artificial - Excessively strong human impacts</td>
<td>1. Urban J7. Transport networks and other constructed hard-surfaced sites road, parking Artificial 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strange to natural - Very strong human impacts</td>
<td>1. Urban J10. Artificial water bodies and associated structures water canal, page, fish pond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Far from natural - Strong human impacts</td>
<td>1. Urban J3. Residential and public low-density areas courtyard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Euhemerobic - Strong human impacts</td>
<td>1. Urban J5. Urban green areas (incl. sports and leisure facilities) skiing slope/track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Far from natural</td>
<td>6. Sparsely vegetated land H3. Inland cliffs, rock pavements, and outcrops gully, bare ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Relatively far from the natural - Strong human impacts</td>
<td>4. Woodland and forest G1. Broadleaved deciduous woodland logging site, thinning of plantations Natural and semi-natural in moderate condition 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Semi-natural - Moderate human impacts</td>
<td>4. Woodland and forest G1. Broadleaved deciduous woodland coppice forest plantation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Close to natural - Weak human impacts</td>
<td>3. Grassland E4. Alpine and subalpine grasslands high mountain pasture, meadow Natural in good condition, requiring attention 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Natural - No disturbance</td>
<td>5. Heathland and shrub F3. Temperate continental and Mediterranean–mountainous dwarf pine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ahemerobic - No disturbance</td>
<td>5. Heathland and shrub F2. Arctic, alpine, and subalpine bog, swamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6. Sparsely vegetated land H3. Inland cliffs, rock pavements, and outcrops moraines, bare rocks, and cliffs, sipes Natural in very good condition 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8. Rivers and lakes C1.2. Constant non-tidal, fast, turbulent water currents water area, lake, river</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Woodland and forest G1. Broadleaved deciduous woodland G3. Coniferous woodland seed plantation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Assessment of the ecological status of forest ecosystems (after Kostov et al. 2017).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator groups</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Assessment scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecosystem structure</td>
<td>Plant Diversity</td>
<td>Species composition (% mixed forest of the total stock of relevant species)</td>
<td>From 0 to 20% mixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Plantation dynamics, (% young forests from initial to optimal stage)</td>
<td>81-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grass cover (% cover)</td>
<td>0-10; 91-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Animal Diversity</td>
<td>Presence of species in the Red Data Book</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Habitat Diversity</td>
<td>Single/Multi-aged</td>
<td>100 % same-age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soil heterogeneity</td>
<td>Soil status – fertility, Pogrebniaik scale</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geomorphological heterogeneity</td>
<td>Slopes, degrees</td>
<td>&gt; 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecosystem Processes</td>
<td>Matter storage - biomass</td>
<td>Completeness, % for test area</td>
<td>&lt; 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stock, m³/ha</td>
<td>&lt; 50</td>
<td>51-100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Ecosystem service habitat maintenance evaluation matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ecological status of the ecosystems at the study site</th>
<th>Study sites conservation status, under the Protected Areas Act of the Republic of Bulgaria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reserves (I cat. IUCN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Far from natural, the condition depends on targeted anthropogenic maintenance</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural and semi-natural in moderate condition</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural in a good condition, requiring attention</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural in very good condition</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ecosystem subtypes identified in step 1. The data processing and mapping are made in ArcMap 10.4 (ESRI 2016) Protected area status and specific usage of the territory were derived from the Protected Areas Act (2022), whereas geospatial data for the protected areas part of NATURA 2000 and part of the case study was derived from the geospatial portal of the Bulgarian Ecological network NATURA 2000 (MEW 2022). A cross-walking with CLC (ecosystem subtypes) and forest dataset is made for the terms used in the forest database (NARB 2015).

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Ecosystem types and subtypes diversity in the study area

After the cross-walking, the case study has 7 ecosystem types (MAES BG, level 2) distributed in 19 ecosystem subtypes (MAES BG, level 3). The largest coverage has the Woodland and forest type (45.5%), followed by the Grassland (24%), Sparsely vegetated land (15.5%), Heathland and shrub (13.1%) and Cropland. Urban and Rivers and lakes types with 1.8% overall. The protected areas with the biggest forest coverage are PA “Rila Monastery” (53.5%) and “Bayuvi Dupki-Djindjiritsa” Reserve (50.4%). On the other hand, the Grassland type occupies 82.9% of PA “Krushe” and 23.6% of PA “Rila Monastery”.

As the proxy data was used for the ES assessment, some of the data sources had one limitation which affected the data processing. This includes the lack of data for some specific areas from the main source of data in the case study (lack of mapping in NATURA 2000 zones) which reflects on usage of two different sources for filling out the missing parts.

3.2 Ecosystem ecological condition as a prerequisite to providing ES

The results obtained in this study revealed that the conservation regime allowed the territories to preserve a high degree of naturalness in very good ecological condition – 96477 ha (73%) of the total case-study area, while 33078 ha (77%) of the target protected areas have received the most favorable score (Table 4; Fig. 3). Special attention is required for ecosystems rated with score 2: “Natural in a good state, attention is required” which are 22494 ha (23%) of the total area of 7254 ha (23%) of the area of the target protected areas. The results from spatial analysis revealed that these areas are mainly ecosystems distributed above the upper limit of the forest which are highly vulnerable to environmental processes related to climate change. For the territorial scope of the “Parangalitsa” Reserve, the result can be explained by the high sensitivity of alpine ecosystems to climate change making the high-mountain meadows and pastures especially vulnerable. According to Stoyanova (2013) at the upper border of the forest in Rila, the growing season is severely shortened and lasts about 2.5 months at an altitude of 1750-1800 m, where strong winds and heavy snowfalls, avalanches, and debris at more steep slopes, cause difficult conditions for the survival and natural regeneration of forests. However, natural disturbances and disasters contribute to forest heterogeneity, and biodiversity and improve the adaptability of tree species to changing environmental conditions. Greater diversity in the species composition and genetic characteristics of individual species are of crucial importance for the sustainability and productivity of forests (Panayotov et al. 2016). On the other hand, some of the successional changes in the forest belt, closely related to climate change, lead to quantitative and qualitative changes in soil quality and species composition, and species or populations of conservation priority can be replaced by others (Bozhkov et al. 2022). An example of such a succession process is the natural increase of the territories occupied by Pinus mugo and the reduction of the areas of alpine meadows and pastures, where a significant number of plant species of conservation importance are concentrated (NP “Rila”).

Despite the low overall scores for the presence of ecosystems assessed in scale 3, “Natural and semi-natural in moderate condition”, and 4, “Far from natural, condition dependent on targeted anthropogenic maintenance”, the data indicate anthropogenization, and subsequent fragmentation of landscapes, towards the periphery of the “Rila” and “Pirin” National Parks. These are primarily linear elements of transport and recreational sports infrastructure and adjacent areas. The results on the state of the ecosystems in contact with the protected areas indicate that increased attention to the intensity of land use in mountain conditions and control over direct forms of influence on the spatial structure and condition of ecosystems is necessary: pastoral livestock farming, mixed agricultural land, construction, tourist and sports infrastructure and services. To a particularly high degree, such a recommendation applies to the range of sites located in Pirin Mountain, which are additionally vulnerable to destructive processes caused by

### Table 4. The territorial scope of ecosystems assessed on the scale of ecological condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ecological condition scale</th>
<th>The full scope of research, area (ha)</th>
<th>Target protected areas, area (ha)</th>
<th>“Bayuvi Dupki-Djindjiritsa” Reserve</th>
<th>“Yulen” Reserve</th>
<th>“Parangalitsa” Reserve</th>
<th>PA “Krushe”</th>
<th>PA “Rila Monastery”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>70200</td>
<td>25368</td>
<td>2692.5</td>
<td>2886.8</td>
<td>528.6</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>19211.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>22494.2</td>
<td>7254.4</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>215.8</td>
<td>958.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5980.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2193.1</td>
<td>344.2</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>241.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1429.2</td>
<td>109.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>107.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>96477.5</td>
<td>33078.6</td>
<td>2845.9</td>
<td>3153.8</td>
<td>1482.8</td>
<td>291.3</td>
<td>25299.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3. Assessment of the ecological state of ecosystems for the provision of ES.
climate change (increasing seasonal temperatures, longer growing season, shorter and warmer winters with decreasing snowfall, and increasing rain, Grunewald et al. 2009), given the presence of azonal karst landscapes in marbles (Gachev 2017) and distinctive biophysical characteristics of the ecosystems (Panayotov et al. 2010). Here, part of the ecosystems assessed as 3,”Natural and semi-natural in moderate condition”, are attached to exposed areas under the immediate influence of weathering and denudation processes activated under climate change conditions.

The results of the control forest ecosystem condition assessment – presented here by habitat type (Fig. 4) provide a good basis for discussing the prerequisites for habitat maintenance service provision within specific spatial parameters. The habitats typical for “Rila” National Park (91CA, 91D0, 9270, 9410, 95A0) are in good general ecological condition (scale 4, Fig. 4). The main challenge for their maintenance is the steep slopes of the topographic surface, which imply higher activity of slope processes. The highest scores were obtained for habitat types 91BA, 9410, and 95A0, located at higher altitudes in the upper part of the slopes and north – north-east exposures.

Against this favorable background, lower overall scores were recorded for habitat 4070 (moderate condition - scale 3, Fig. 4) at altitudes above 2100 m, especially with south and south-east exposure and a high degree of fire danger recorded (Yakoruda municipality). High geomorphological heterogeneity and unfavorable values of matter storage-biomass are reported here (individual values for particular polygons – scale 1, Table 2).

Habitats 95A0, 4070, and 9410 in "Pirin" National Park are in good general condition (scale 4, Fig. 4), but there is also evidence of the high vulnerability of individual polygons (e.g. Bansko municipality, northern exposure, above 1900 m) to active slope processes (denudation, gravity disturbances, sipes, debris), as well as low values of the matter storage-biomass indicator. This also applies to habitats 9530 and 91D0* (moderate condition - scale 3) above 1700 m a.s.l., at south and east exposures (Bansko municipality).

The summary condition assessment can be very informative for discussing strategic management objectives. However, there is subjectivity derived primarily from the aggregation of information while identifying ecosystem subtypes. This is particularly true in mountainous environments, where the heterogeneity of the terrain implies distinctive ecological conditions and the spatial contiguity of many diverse ecosystem units that are difficult to reflect at a generalized geographic scale. For example, the results for the status of the “Parangalitsa Reserve” ("Rila” NP) reflect the ecological status assessment of 2. Mesic grasslands and E. Alpine and subalpine grasslands. On this basis, in the analysis of the data here, a secondary expert analysis was conducted with supporting data from the long-term monitoring of the state of forest ecosystems under the ICP Forests Programme, performed by the Forest Research Institute at the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (Cudlin et al. 2017).

### 3.3 Ecosystem potential to provide ES habitat maintenance

The results obtained from the analysis of the potential of ecosystems to provide ES habitat maintenance confirm the representative character of the selected for assessment mountain ecosystems. A significant part of the ecosystems received the highest score (class 5, very high supply potential) - 84% of the total studied area (81258.9 ha) or 96.4% (31906 ha) of the area of the target protected areas (Table 5, Fig. 4). About 13.6% of the territories (2.5% of the target sites) are assessed with high potential (class 4). According to the applied evaluation criteria – there is no potential for provision in the range of nearby artificial ecosystems - 0.2%

![Figure 4](image-url)
of the area (159 ha) and 0% (0.001 ha) of the area of the target protected areas.

Most ecosystems in protected areas in Rila and Pirin have a very high capacity to provide ES habitat maintenance including the whole territory of the reserves and PA “Rila Monastery”, part of which, mostly in the lower fragments of the zone, was assessed as “high potential”.

The analysis of the results with a focus on the target sites highlights the spatial distribution of ecosystems with medium and low potential to provide ES habitat maintenance. This is primarily related to the area presence of units whose current condition is defined as “Natural and semi-natural in the moderate state” (for PA “Krushe” - 83% of the area) and “Far from natural, the state depends on intentional anthropogenic maintenance” (PA “Rila Monastery” - 0.4% of the area) (Figs 5-6). The latter undoubtedly shows the dependence of this potential assessment on the accuracy of the results related to the ecological status assessment. Here, we once again share the view of Hatziiordanou et al. (2019) on the need to base this type of assessment on a composite of indicators, and in this case (within the scope of protected sites) with particular attention to structural elements of biodiversity.

The analysis of the results provokes the question of the relevance and adequacy of management practices in protected areas and the permission of some forms of human intervention with a focus on strengthening mountain ecosystems, especially the distinctive and vulnerable habitats (91BA, 95A0). The anthropogenic impact can be considered as an additional disturbing factor that can have both positive and negative effects on the state of ecosystems (in the present case – as a prerequisite for providing habitat-maintaining ecosystem service), but the study of the impacts of anthropogenic activity is insufficient to draw more substantial conclusions, given that constantly changing ecosystems adapt to different processes simultaneously (Panayotov et al. 2011; Nikolova 2022). On the other hand, land cover changes in past periods associated with the

Table 5. The territorial scope of ecosystems according to their potential to provide ES habitat maintenance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential for provision Scale</th>
<th>The full scope of the study area (ha)</th>
<th>Target protected areas, area (ha)</th>
<th>“Bayuvi Dupki-Djindjiritsa” Reserve</th>
<th>“Yulen” Reserve</th>
<th>“Parangalitsa” Reserve</th>
<th>PA “Krushe”</th>
<th>PA “Rila Monastery”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>81258.9</td>
<td>31906</td>
<td>2792.2</td>
<td>3102.6</td>
<td>1486.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24524.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13098.2</td>
<td>818.9</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>667.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>241.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>241.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1269.9</td>
<td>108.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>107.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>159.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Ratio in the territorial scope of ecosystems classified according to their potential to provide ES habitat maintenance, %.
Figure 6. The potential of ecosystems to provide ES habitat maintenance.
interruption of agricultural and grazing activities in the mountains may affect several areas with specific functions (Tasser et al. 2009), including biodiversity conservation (Komac et al. 2011). However, there is still not enough detailed information on the degree of vulnerability and sensitivity of high mountain ecosystems, since they are characterized by a complex and individual character, providing a wide variety of habitats and microclimate types within small areas (Schuler 2004).

4. Conclusion

The assessment and mapping of ecosystem services are recognized as important activities that can significantly contribute to a better understanding of the importance of ecosystems to human well-being and provoke a discussion on the need for the implementation of nature-based measures in regional and local planning for territorial development and sustainable use of natural resources.

The analysis of the results from the assessment of the condition of forest ecosystems in the studied NPs revealed that the largest part of them is characterized by very good and good ecological conditions and a high degree of naturalness, emphasizing the importance of the conservation regime. Special attention is necessary to be paid for the ecosystems rated with score 2: “Natural in a good state, attention is required” mainly distributed above the upper limit of the forest which is highly vulnerable to environmental processes related to climate change and, especially high-mountain meadows and pastures and Dwarf pine communities.

The majority of studied mountain ecosystems received the highest score – very high supply potential for ES habitat maintenance, as the well-preserved rich in biodiversity nature in PAs is an important prerequisite for the provision of a wide variety of ES. The spatial distribution of ecosystems with medium and low potential to provide habitat maintenance reveals that these are primarily areas defined as “Natural and semi-natural in the moderate state” and “Far from natural, the state depends on intentional anthropogenic maintenance”, indicating a possible positive relationship between biodiversity, ecosystem condition, and ES supply.

The summary of the results allowed the expert assessment to be confirmed underlining the primary importance of the natural self-development of the ecosystems for the provision of their inherent “habitat functions” which are the foundation for the supply of all other ecosystem services. While in scientific research the link between the naturalness of landscape structure and the richness of its derived functions is evident and demonstrable for the public direct evidence is needed related to direct and sustained over time access to resources that support well-being and, in this sense, the research on the impact of habitat maintenance ES can be extended with an assessment of a package of direct and indirect ecosystem services with a specific monetary value.

Although the PAs’s objectives are mainly conservation-oriented having direct impacts on the preservation of natural resources and the natural heritage within its boundaries, they purposefully and actively support their prioritized habitat maintenance functions as spatial guarantors for the sustenance of rich packages of material, regulating, and cultural functions in significant geographic areas. It could also be noted that the recognition, assessment, and mapping of ecosystem services from NPs can significantly influence stakeholders’ attitudes and can directly support the decision-makers in their planning activities to achieve sustainable utilization of ecosystem services and to keep the balance between environmental protection, and socio-economic development.
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